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Broadneck Trail Phases 1B & V - Virtual Public Meeting Actual Start Time: 3/8/2022  6:01:00 PM     Webinar ID 881 2457 9447

Question Report  3/22/2022  11:30:00 AM # Question:  22
# Question Answer

1 when will construction start?

Construction start For 1B & 5... is difficult to give a date due to 
the construction of off site easements. It is up to the 
landowner. We are down to 4 properties that we need 

2

When will an updated map be provided since it was 
stated that the trail is behind the 7-Eleven and the 
Skihaus?

We will get rid of the bend and update this in the meeting 
minutes.

3

when will construction  start... 2022 is a broad period... 
what month is anticipated...?  what will be the 
duration?   Will it be co-built with Phase III?   Will they 
reach completion about the same time....?   IB and V 
seem to be less problematic with less obstructions since 
land flat...

1B & 5 is one construction contract. Broadneck 3 is a separate 
contract. Broadneck 3 is projected to be an 18 month 
construction project. We do not have a schedule yet, that is our 
best guess; this is a more complicated project. 1B & 5 
construction is anticipated to be 1yr long. Best guess will be at 
some point in fall. When we have a definitive answer Rec and 
Parks will put it in their site.

4

Is the final portion of the trail going to replace the 
existing trail that goes through the woods to Sandy 
Point?

We do not believe that that portion of the trail will be utilized, 
without having a plan in front of us. We walked the proposed 
alignment with rangers and they dictated the proposed layout.

5 Qiana, can you let Dawn back in? Done

6

a question about phase  3: how long is planned for the 
implementation, or what is the expected completion 
date?

Phase 3 will have a public pre-construction meeting as soon as 
possible. A better answer can be provided during that meeting .

7
Is there going to be new trail off-road down E College 
Pkwy, or is the intent to use the road?

We do not want to have people on the road, it’s not safe. We 
are behind the curb, it will be off college pkwy.

8 Will there be a fence beside the path ??

Some areas will have fences of varying types (metal, chain link, 
slats). We try not to fence the entire length. Where there is a 
fall or drop off or slope issues, or where we are close to a 
residential area there will be fencing.

9

where is it anticipated that the Construction Staging 
Area will be located for Phase IB and V   and also for 
Phase III ??

We delineate limits of disturbance for the contractor. The 
contractor will look at those areas and either accept what is 
given or they will come back to the Project Managers (PM) and 
ask for additional areas. Then the PM’s will determine whether 
those are reasonable. We will not have definite answers for 1B 
& 5 or 3 until we have these conversations with the 
contractors.

10 How much length do those four areas cover?

We will come back with this answer in the meeting minutes. 
Sandy Point State Park segment is approximately 2 miles in 
length, the other segments are 50', 300', and 600' respectively 
and approximately. 

11

At the Revell Downs area along East College Pkwy, how 
far back from ECP do you plan on coming back from the 
road into the woods?

We will come back with this answer in the meeting minutes. 
We will be between the existing curb and the shared rear lot 
line along E College Parkway. 
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12

What are the plans for safety of trail users and service 
road users. It is a tight area and service road traffic can 
be problematic This is off road and we were very sensitive to that.

13
What is the back-up plan if the easements are not 
received?

We feel that we will be able to attain the easements. We have 
structural work around a of an easement falls through.

14 Any sound abatement ?

We are not sure that the trail will be a sound generator. In 
order to correctly build a sound wall there are guidelines. We 
do not have it in our scope or budget to adequately build a 
sound wall. That would be a separate project that we would 
want to speak with the state about.

15

Can you discuss the width of the trail right of way 
paralleling College Parkway East between Bay Head 
Park and Sandy Point State Park?  What separation - 
landscaping or physical barriers - will separate the trail 
fron the highway?

We will answer this in the meeting minutes document.  At Bay 
Head Park the trail is approximately 50' or further from the 
road until a little beyond Yorktown Rd. Also, the trial does get 
closer for the Yorktown Rd crossing. In this section the 
vegetation management plan calls for turf grass and plantings. 
Eastward of this, the gravel shoulders are removed and 
pavement with curb and gutter are added providing an 
approximately 5' width between new trail edge and existing 
road edge of pavement. In this area only turf grass will be 
installed due to limited space. 

16

Regarding the 4 parties/properties that need to provide 
easements,  how long do they have to submit this 
information?

There is no deadline in easement / right of way negotiation. We 
are in the final stages of those easements.

17

At the Revell Downs area along East College Pkwy, how 
far back from ECP do you plan on coming back from the 
road into the woods?

This question will be answered in the meeting minutes 
document. This question seems to speak to clearing. We are 
proposing landscaping. We have a pretty good landscaping 
plan.

18

CLARIFICATION: The 4 easements you are still waiting 
on in phase 1b and 5. Do you know how much feet in 
length that currently covers?

We will answer this on the meeting minutes document. We 
haven’t heard that any of the easements are a no-go it is just 
taking a little more time. Please see the answer to 10 above.

19

where Phase III crosses Shore Acres Road, there is a 
short distance to the side walk by the Providence 
facility.  That sidewalk continues all the way to 
Broadneck Elementary School. live answered

20

My backyard is 75 feet to East College Parkway in Revell 
Downs. Are you anticipating tearing down my fence to 
build the path if you require the space?

We cannot legally remove your fence if it is not in the public 
right of way. If we have not asked you for a permanent 
easement we will not removed your property. We would need 
a sense of where this lot is to answer more clearly.

21 Can you tell me where tie-in to Bay Head Park will run?
We have that in our plan. We will attempt to give a more 
illustrative plan.
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22

Phil Ferrara (You) 07:04 PM 
where Phase III crosses Shore Acres Road, there is a 
short distance to the side walk by the Providence 
facility.  That sidewalk continues all the way to 
Broadneck Elementary School.
will phase III have a short stub that connects to those 
sidewalks?  That would enable children and bicycles to 
go from trail to the Broadneck Elementary School.   The 
stub would be about 100 feet of sidewalk.

Spurs or stubs have been an issue. It’s more advantageous to 
build a through way and then come back to stubs and Spurs.
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